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Hand-crafted adventure

Celebrating 85 years of excellence, the traditional way
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Just ask anyone and they'll 
tell you, there's nothing like 
a Howatt bow! For over For over 
85-years, we've held our 85-years, we've held our 

place as the finest traditional place as the finest traditional 
bow companybow company  in the world.in the world. 
The epitome of traditional 
archery lives on in each 

hand-crafted bow produced. 
We stand for  excellence 
and we still do things 

the traditional way. Hand 
shaped, hand sanded and 
hand crafted. Each bow
 is built one at a time, 
a functional work of art 
that tells a story. If 

you're looking for the finest 
traditional bow, look

 no further than Damon 
Howatt.

SPECIFICATIONS*

35#-65#
DRAW WEIGHT  

71/2¹¹-81/4¹¹
BRACE HEIGHT

2lb. 3oz.
MASS WEIGHT  

62¹¹
AMO LENGTH

S I N C E  1 9 3 8

The
HUNTER

The #1 Hunting Recurve. 
Celebrating over 60 years in 
production, the Hunter is perhaps 
the most successful traditional bow 
ever made to date. The Howatt 
Hunter was a popular model from 
the moment it was released in 1960 
and the legend lives on today!

 Built for speed, the Hunter easily 
lives up to its name. Perfect for the 
archer with a longer than average 
draw length, the 62" Hunter will 
perform well for draw lengths up to 
30". It’s longer length adds stability 
and accuracy, providing control to 
its impressive cast and speed.

*WOOD GRAIN AND SPECS MAY VARY 
AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

Mel Johnson holds  
the #1 World 

Record Whitetail 
still known to this 

day taken with a 
Damon Howatt Damon Howatt 

BowBow.
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The
BLACK 
MAMBA

Short and quick. The Mamba 
reflects many years of tradition, 
refined into one of today’s most 
popular hunting models. This 
bow’s short 58"  length stores 
a great amount of energy 
quickly, and is especially suited 
for archers with draw lengths 
up to 28" . Maneuverable and 
lightweight, this bow is as easy to 
carry as it is to look at! 

Riser woods are Bubinga with 
an outlined Shedua and Maple 
stripes. Limbs made of Hard 
Maple laminations and black 
fiberglass, with Bubinga and 
black fiberglass overlays. 

The
HUNTER

This iconic Damon Howatt 
Mamba has been known to 
many as the best in class for 
its size. This new black elite 
edition Mamba is a beautiful & 
powerful recurve that stores a 
surprising amount of energy for 
fast shooting. Maneuverable & 
lightweight, the Mamba is easy 
to carry & fits in tight spots. 
This short and snappy bow is 
surprisingly smooth but packs 
relentless power.  

The Black Mamba features 
dark grey and black hardwood 
combined with maple layers 
fused with black fiberglass for 
a beautiful contrast of color in 
a greyscale tone that is sure to 
delight the eyes!

SPECIFICATIONS*

35#-65#
DRAW WEIGHT  

71/4¹¹-8¹¹
BRACE HEIGHT

1 lb. 14oz.
MASS WEIGHT  

58¹¹
AMO LENGTH

SPECIFICATIONS*

45#-65#
DRAW WEIGHT  

71/4¹¹-8¹¹
BRACE HEIGHT

1 lb. 14oz.
MASS WEIGHT  

58¹¹
AMO LENGTH

The
MAMBA

ELITE

DamonHowatt.com

*WOOD GRAIN AND SPECS MAY VARY 
AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
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The
SUPER ELITE

The Super Elite also 
known as the ''Diablo 
Super Elite'  is one of 

the most beautiful bows 
ever made  — contrasting 

hardwoods with Maple 
laminations make this an 

absolute eye-catcher. 

This modern 
interpretation of a vintage 

masterpiece still holds 
its charm after nearly 4 

decades.  Its 60" length 
and generous brace height 

provide very forgiving 
characteristics. Limbs 

are laminated hardwood 
backed with black glass to 
provide solid performance 

without affecting  its silky 
draw.

SPECIFICATIONS*

45#-65#
DRAW WEIGHT  

71/2¹¹-81/4¹¹
BRACE HEIGHT

1 lb. 12oz.
MASS WEIGHT  

60¹¹
AMO LENGTH

The legend of the Dream 
Catcher lives on in this new and 
beautiful recurve.  We're excited 
to bring back this popular hand-
shaped work of art built on its 
popular vintage predecessor.  
This sleek and modern 
masterpiece was redesigned for 
speed and accuracy. It has all 
the quality and longevitiy you 
expect from a Howatt bow!

This timeless work of art 
features naturally contrasting 
laminations and hand-selected 
hardwood fused with high 
quality clear fiberglass limbs.  
This bow is as stunning to look 
at as it is to shoot.  

The
CONVICTION

SPECIFICATIONS*

40#-60#
DRAW WEIGHT  

71/2¹¹-81/4¹¹
BRACE HEIGHT

1lb. 14oz.
MASS WEIGHT  

62¹¹
AMO LENGTH

dc
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*WOOD GRAIN AND SPECS MAY VARY 
AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

 The all-new Descendant youth 
bow was born from the iconic 
Dream Catcher. This high end 
children's bow features hand-
shaped styling and beautiful 
natural wood visible through 
gorgeous clear glass. 

This one-of-a-kind masterpiece 
is an investment fit to pass down 
for generations to come. With 
incorporated DNA from our entire 
Damon Howatt lineup, you won't 
find a better traditional bow for 
your descendant!

SPECIFICATIONS*

20#
DRAW WEIGHT  

6 1/4¹¹-71/2¹¹
BRACE HEIGHT

15oz.
MASS WEIGHT  

52¹¹
AMO LENGTH

Sleek lines and modern 
appeal. The Howatt X200 for 
2023 features a more modern 

approach to the traditional 
bow.  The same quality and 
craftsmanship found in all 

Damon Howatt bows takes a 
minimalist approach in the 

X200.  Utilizing striking 
lamination with contrasting 

natural colors and dark wood 
makes this the definition of 

affordable perfection. 

Suitable for both recreational 
shooters and avid hunters 

alike.

SPECIFICATIONS*

25#-55#
DRAW WEIGHT  

71/2¹¹-81/4¹¹
BRACE HEIGHT

1 lb. 12oz.
MASS WEIGHT  

60¹¹
AMO LENGTH

X 200The 
ELITE

DESCENDANT
The 

dc

DamonHowatt.com
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We’ve matched full-length 
laminates of Bamboo, carbon 
fiber and grey glass for an 
unmatched combination of 
elegance and performance. A full 
laminate of carbon fiber makes 
this bow one of the lightest 
you’ve ever held. But that's not 
all; this hand-crafted bow strikes 
as fast as a viper!

The riser is made from Bubinga, 
while the limbs are made of 
carbon fiber and a bamboo core. 
Grey glass is baked onto clear 
glass on the belly to showcase 
the beautiful bamboo.

The 
SLIVER

Handcrafted excellence in a 
smaller package. Designed 
for smaller frame archers 
and youth, the Sliver allows 
everyone to experience the 
quality of a Damon Howatt.  
Smooth shooting and ultra-
lightweight, the Silver is at 
home in the woods or on the 
mantle.  Attention to detail and 
quality craftsmanship wrapped 
up in a compact package, 
discerning archers who want a 
lightweight bow will choose the 
Sliver.  

SPECIFICATIONS*

29#
DRAW WEIGHT  

53/4¹¹-63/4¹¹
BRACE HEIGHT

13oz.
MASS WEIGHT  

54¹¹
AMO LENGTH

The 
BAMBOO VIPER 

*WOOD GRAIN AND SPECS MAY VARY 
AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

SPECIFICATIONS*

40#-65#
DRAW WEIGHT  

7¹-81/4¹¹
BRACE HEIGHT

1 lb. 7oz.
MASS WEIGHT  

64¹¹
AMO LENGTH
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*WOOD GRAIN AND SPECS MAY VARY 
AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

 The 
SAVANNAH

 The  
STICK BOW

In the few years since its 
introduction, the Savannah 
has become one of the best 
selling longbows in our 
company's history. The name 
Savannah is widely known 
and positively discussed in the 
circles of longbow enthusiasts. 
Its reflex/deflex design stores 
energy while eliminating 
the hand shock associated 
with many longbow models. 
Includes traditional rest, 
flemish bowstring and bow 
sock.

SPECIFICATIONS*

40#-65#
DRAW WEIGHT  

6 3/4¹¹-81/4¹¹
BRACE HEIGHT

1 lb. 1oz.
MASS WEIGHT  

62¹¹
AMO LENGTH

With a 62” length, this is about 
as compact as you will find in a 
serious longbow design. Value 
and quality combine to deliver 
performance and a surprising 
lack of hand shock. Reinforced 
limb tips allow the use of 
any low-stretch bowstring 
material.

Light, maneuverable and 
affordable, the Stick is your 
choice for a lightweight 
longbow without the hefty 
price tag.

SPECIFICATIONS*

25#-55#
DRAW WEIGHT  

6 ¹¹-8¹¹
BRACE HEIGHT

12oz.
MASS WEIGHT  

62¹¹
AMO LENGTH

The Savannah Stealth 
makes use of the silent, 
smooth and proven design of 
the Savannah. The Stealth 
version cloaks the bow in 
dark woods accents for a 
contrasting appearance.

 The 
SAVANNAH
STEALTH

The dark varying 
shades of Zebra wood 
and silent operation are 
perfect for the archer 
who wants a sleek 
looking bow that blends 
into the shadows.  

DamonHowatt.com
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